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ABSTRACT 

The unique determination of the weak neutral-current couplings of 
u and d quarks is discussed. Knowledge of these quark couplings 
ha* important implications for the determination of the electron's 
couplings. Recent data provide new restrictions on the charged-
current couplings of quarks. The implications of these analyses 
for weak and electromagnetic gauge theories of quarks and Icptons 
are examined. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In just a few years, enormous progress has been made in the deter
mination of the weak couplings of both quark* and leptons. Most of 
this progress has occurred from analyses of processes In which 
neutrinos are scattered off nucleone or electrons. With the 
resolution of present experimental disparities! the searches for 
parity-violation in atomic transitions can make an important 
contribution. In the near future a SLAC experiment in which 
polarized electrons are scattered off deuterium will be reported; 
the measured ssysmetry will further determine the electron** 
couplings. 
In See. II the implications of various types of experiments on the 
neutral-current couplings of quarks and leptons are discussed. In 
See. Ill consideration is given to the role of differential and 
total cross-sections in finding limits on the chargedVcurrent 
couplings of u and d quarks to new, heavy quarks. These rcwults 
are examined In the light of gauge models of the weak and electro
magnetic interactions in Sec. IV. 
II, HEUTRAL CURRENTS 

In t h i s s e c t i o n the e a r l i e r parts concern u and d quark coupl ings , 
and the l a t t e r parts concern electron couplings. A l l of the work 
described here was done together with Larry Abbott. 1 

I t i s assumed hero that there are only V and A currents. The 
currents of s and e quarks are neglected. The notation used i n 
t h i s s e c t i o n has uj,, dj., u& and d R ( L s l e f t and R = r ight) as the 
coefficients in the effective neutral-current coupling: 

•WL3t u(H-r 5)d + dRHYyCl-Yj)*"] (2.1) 

In the tfelnberg-Selam (US) model2 with the Clashow-IUopoulos-
Maiani (GZH) mechanism* incorporated, uL i s equal to | - | sln'Og 
Kith fig a free parameter of the theory; u f c, dg, and dR have similar 
forms. ^ 

Note that there is no assumption about the bosons carrying the ' 
neutral current, only an assumption that-the effective Lagrangian — 
2.1 holds. - 4 ^ 
A. Neutrlno-Nucleon Inclusive Scattering 
The calculation of deep-inelastic neutrino scattering off nucleona 
(vN-*-vX) is done using the parton model. For sake of discussion 
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only, let us neglect sea contrlbuclons and scaling violations 
(from QCD). For an iaoscalar target, one finds that the neutral-
current <NC) and charged'Current (CC) cross-sections for neutrinos 
are: 

aHC.C^By*dr P(x) |K +dJ)+i(«i +dJ)| 
CC_G^nE /dx F W [l] 
°V v J 

Then the ratios for neutrinos and for antineutrlnos are 

0»C <^td£)4 (ug + dg) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(!) 
(2.5) 

Therefore, one can determine the values of (u£ + d£) and of 
(ug + dg), which are the radii In the left (L) and right (R) 
coupling planeB. The available data1* are shown in Fig. 1 along 
with the predictions of the WS model. 

Fig. 1. The ratio of neutral 
to charged-current deep-
Inelastic scattering cross-
sections for antineutrinos 
versus that ratio for neutri
nos. The curve shows the 
predictions of the WS model as 
a function ot sin2Gy (each 
tick oark indicates a tenth 
value of sin20y). The data are 
from Ref. 4. 



Fig. 2. The left (a) and 
right (b) coupling planes. 
The annular regions are 
allowed by deep-inelastic 
data. The region shaded 
with lines ia allowed by 
elastic and cxclusive-pion 
data, the regions shaded 
with dotft are al Lowed by 
Che Indusive-pien data. 

Using the datah of the CERN-Dortmund-Heldelberg-Saclay (CDHS) group 
(Ry-0.J95i0.0J and R^-0.34 ±0.03), the values of the radii la 
the L and R planes allowed at the 90Z confidence level are shown In 
Fig. 2. An overall sign ambiguity among the four couplings is 
resolved by requiring u^>0. 

B. Inclusive Production of Pions by Neutrinos 

The allowed radii are veil determined by deep-Inelastic scattering. 
It remains to determine the allowed angles in the left and right 
planes. Let us define 

S L 5 arctan (Uj/d ) 
9 RSa«tan ( u ^ ) < 2 ' 6 ) 

One means of determining the angles is through use of inclusive 
pion production (vN»yuX). Again parton model assumptions are 
involved in the calculations. This analysis has been discussed by 
Sehgal* Hung and Scharbach.5 It is assumed that pions produced in 
the current-fragsentatlon region (leading pions) are decay products 
of the struck quark. If z is defined as E,,/Eha<j (where Efcad " 
["total hadron energy! • energy of the struck quark), then 0q (z) 
describes the probability that a given pion has a fraction % of 
energy of the struct quark q- The calculations are similar to 
those for inclusive deep-inelastic scattering except that the 
limited specification of the final state requires that the u 
coupling be multiplied by D* (z) and d couplings by D£ (S). Then 
the ratio of ir+ to T" production for neutrinos is (neglecting sea 
contributions for discussion only): 

where on: requires z>zl (leading pions), z<22'(avoids resonance 
region) and E ^ ^ E ^ :he values of i y > z 2, and E,, depend on the 
particular experiment. 
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There ate isospln relations 

Du " Dd n a 4 D " * Dd < 2 , 8 * 
which help simplify Eq. 2.7. Furthermore, the ratio of DjJ+to DjJ~ 
can be measured in ep scattering and in chnrged-currenc neutrino 
scattering; the relevant ratio Is 

Using Eqs. 2.3 and 2.9 in Eq, 2.7 one obtains 

For antlneutrinos, En. 2.10 holds if one interchanges L and R. 
There are corrections to Eq. 2.10 from sea contributions and from -
experimental efficiencies. 

Although one uould prefer high energy data, Che only data presently 
available are from Cargatnelle6 at the CERN PS. These data are 
(Nff+ZMjOv =0-77:0.14 and (N s+/H T-) ? »1.64*0.36 for 0.3<z<0.7 and 
Ehad>lCeV. These are shown In Fig. 3 along with the predictions 
of the WS model. 

As can be seen in Fig. 2, the plon-inclualve data (even with 90S 
confidence levels) place severe restrictions on the allowed angles. 

Fig. 3. The ratio of 
oCW*5f«+X) moOJH-SOO 
for antineutrinos versus 
that ratio for neutrinos 
The curve shows the pre
dictions of the US model 
as a function oE sin^Oy. 
The data are froa Ref. 6 
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However, since the ratios (Eq. 2.10) are functions of the squares 
of the couplings* there arc various sign ambiguities. 

C. Elastic Heutrino-Proton Scattering 

Further determination of the allowed angles along with resolution 
of some sign ambiguities can be obtained from analysis1*7 of 
elastic neutrino-proton scattering (up-up). Unlike the calcula
tions of Sees. IIA and B, no parcon model assumptions are needed 
here. The matrix element for the process is 

<«.-|JU(P> - * P - > [ W ^ - V V / A K ' ° - U ) 

The vector form factors [Fj(q2) and F2(q2)~[ are related via CVC to 
the electromagnet1c form-factors of protons and neutrons: 

Isovector FjL - Fj - FJ (2.12) 

isoscalar F f - F* + F^ (2.13) 
The isovector part of the axial-vector fora-fartor has been 
measured and has the form: 

F.(q2) K " , , (2.14) 

where m£ s0.79 GeV2 (our results are not very sensitive to varia
tion of BA,)' The isoscalar part of the axial-vector fora factor is 
assumed to have the same Q 2 dependence; it usually makes a fairly 
small contribution. 

The appropriate factors between these four terms are obtained using 
the SUC6) wavefunctions of nucleons. The data of the Harvard-
Peimsylvaaia-Uisconsln (HFU) group8 are B^EO^/O** - 0.1U0.02 and 
Ry" 0.20+0.05 (statistical errors shown). These are shown in 
Fig. 4 along with the predictions of the WS model. 

The resolution of the sign ambiguities remaining from the pion-
lncluslve data is difficult to see in Fig. 2 since correlations 
between the left and right planes are not evident. Since the 
radii in those planes are well-determined, it is useful to plot 
&l vs. 0 R (see Eq. 2.6) as in Fig. 5. The plon-lnclusive data 
result in four allowed regions (appearing as ellipses in Fig. 5); 
there would be eight regions except that dR~0 so that 4 pairs of 
regions coalesce. 

By "inverting" the vp elastic scattering data (with the analysis 
described above), one can rule out one of these four regions 



Fig. it. The ratio of neutral 
to charges-current elastic vp 
scattering cross-section for 
antineutrinos versus that 
raclo for neutrinos where 
0.4<Q2<0.9 CcV2. The curve 
shows the predictions of the 
US model as a function of-
sln*Qy, The data arc from 
Kef. 8; only statistical un
certainties are shown. 

Fig. $. The allowed angles in 
the coupling planes with the 
radii taken from Fig. 2. The 
area shaded with lines and 
enclosed by the dotted curve 
Is allowed by elastic data. 
The area which la cross-
hatched is allowed by elas
tic and exclusive-plon data. 
The area shaded with docs is 
the only region allowed by 
all the data. 
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completely and can rule out substantial portions of two others. 
Varying portions of three regions do remain allowed. Independent 
Of the plon-inclusive data, the elastic data severely limit the 
allowed regions in coupling space, 

0. Production of Exclusive Fion Modes by Neutrinos 

Two of the throe remaining allowed regions in Fig. 5 
out by consideration of the cross-section ratios for 
channels containing a piom 

o(wp-*vpn )/0j 

o(vn*vmr )/</. 

o(yn-»vpir~)/0j 

a(vp-*vnn )/(Jj 

Qa(5p+5pir°)+o(vn* vnn°) ̂ j/o-

o(wn + 5p»")/<r_ 

with o, =a(vn*ii"pir ) 

0- = o (3p •* v nil ) 

where recent Gatgamelle data9 were used. 
To analyze the data, the detailed pion-productian model developed 
by Adler10 was used. This model is superior to all other pion-
production models; it includes non-resonant production (an impor
tant feature), incorporates excitation of the a(1232) resonance, 
and satisfies current algebra constraints. The model gives quite 
good descriptions of a variety of data and is crucial for analysis 
of the Gargamelle data. 

One begins with the Born amplitudes shown in Fig. 6 which are given 
in terms of the form factors F-., F 2 and F» (described in Sec. 
Ill C), F„ (cooing from Fig. 6c) and g r (the pion-nucleon coupling). 
There are two types of corrections applied. 

One comes from using the current algebra relation; 

T{>V}-- S t a. ,| J5- J'l + >" I{ J>} «•"> 
(vhere T indicates tloe~oidered produce, and g is the weak 
current of interest). Taking the Fourier transforms and then the 
naerix element between nucleon states for each piece of Eq. 2.23, 
one finds from PCAC that the left side is proportional to the 

can be ruled 
six exclusive 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.IS) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 



Fig. 6. The Born terms 
for die exclusive production 
of single plons, *N -uNn. 

desired matrix element 
C*»UW>|H>. The first 
term on the right side 
leads to additional form 
factor terms. The second 
term containing the J 5 cur
rent with axial-vector 
couplings rather than the 
pseudo-scalar coupling 
assumed for the pion, let-
piles certain vertex 
corrections. 

The second type of correction is for final-state interactions; the 
outgoing pioit and nucleon can resonate. In particular for the 
appropriate J=| terms one must account for the .1(1232) resonance. 
There are the usual phase shifts (c i 5 f t) and enhancement effects for 
this P,3 resonance. It is crucial to keep the non-resonant 
(including I • 3) pieces; both the analysis and the daca say those 
pieces are significant. 

To avoid other (higher mass) resonances and for consistency with 
the Boft-pion assumptions of current algebra, it is necessary to 
require that the invariant mass W ,of the plon-nucleon system be 
less than 1.4 GeV. Unfortunately) the data are not Available with 
this cut, and for modes with final-state neutrons it is, of course, 
quite difficult to obtain the invariant mass. However, the 
relevance of the cut to our conclusions is minimized because: 1) 
most data are below the W-1.4 GeV cut, 2) ratios of cross-sections 
are used, 3) application of the cut to the limited experimental 
mass plots available indicates a strengthening of our conclusions, 
and 4) the model predictions are assumed to be valid only to within 
30Z and the data to the 902 confidence level (this is somewhat 
different from the procedure followed m the first paper of Ref. 1). 
This fourth point is approximately equivalent co allowing any 
theoretical values which Lie within a factor of two of the various 
data. 

Qur analysis of the six exclusive pion-produetion channels shows 
that email values of 0L(0j<90°) are totally forbidden by these 
data. Recall that there were four regions in Fig. 5 allowed by 
plon-lnelusivc data, and that one was ruled out by the elastic 
data. A second region (with \ - 40° and Gg B 270° in Fig. 5) is 
now completely ruled out. A third region (with 0 L • 140° and 
G R

a90°), which was mostly forbidden by elastic data, is not 
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allowed by these data. This region does appenr (in Fig. 5) to be 
close CO an area allowed by excluaive-pion-production data-
However, It should be emphasized chat even this latter area is 
quite marginal and would completely disappear if model predictions 
were taken as valid to 20%. 

What remains is e eingle region (with ^ = 140° and ^ * 270°) which 
is in good agreement with a l l four types of neutrino experiments. 
This unique determination can be expressed in terms of the coupling 
constants so that the -tllowed region (see Fig. 2} is 

u - 0 . 3 5 t O . 0 7 u_ - -0.19 ±0.06 
^ ^ (2.24) 
6^ " -0.40±0.07 d^ - 0.010.11 

where the errors arc 902 confidence levels and an overall sign 
convention (u^^O) has been assumed. The appearance of Figs. 2 
and 5 is somewhat different from those in the first paper of Ref. 1 
because of new data and slightly different criteria. 

Discussion of the implications of these results for gauge models 
of quarks is given in Sec. IV. Here i t suffices to say that these 
results are consistent with the predictions of Che US modeli but 
not with those o! most other models-

E< Determination of the Electron's Couplings 

While almost every home in America may have an electron accelera
tor, the weak neutral-current couplings of the electron appear to 
be somewhat elusive. There are two types of experiments whi=h 
have been completed which should provide information on this 
subject. Unfortunately, in each case, conflicting results have 
been reported by various experimental groups, so that no conclu
sions can be drawn yet. 

If one assumes that there i s only one z° boson which can carry 
weak neutral-currents, then our unique determination of quark 
couplings (shown above) allows for direct determination of 
electron couplings fron experiments which involve weak interactions 
between electrons and nucleons (although one must s t i l l await 
resolution of experimental conflicts). 

One type of experiment involves the search for parity-violation in 
atomic transitions in Bismuth. The details of these experiments 
have been given elsewhere. 1 1 clearly such effects are proportional 
to the VA interference terms, and, in the case of Bismuth, the 
^hadron ^electron) t e c m i s completely dominant. The optical 
rotation p which is measured is then proportional to this term, 
i . e . - P*KQWf where K is a constant and (with the one Z° assumption) 

http://u-0.35tO.07


then 

If one defines e, and e R as Che coefficients in the effective 
neutral-current coupling: 

i ? . - | - r c L e > u ( l * i s ) c + •Rev 1 1<I-Y5>«] (2-26) 

* (2.27) 

and 
Thad " « W 2 W Z „ M ) 

+ ^ + 2 ^ + ^ + 2^)11 

where Z and H are the numbers of protons and neutrons (for Bismuth, 
Z«B3 and N-126). 

Although there is sone question13 about the atomic and nuclear 
calculations of K (where P • K O ) , present theoretical estimates 
for K are such that the optical rotations o for the two transitions 
that have been manured arc 

o - 1.1 " 10"9 0^ radians (for 8757 k) (2.29) 

0 = 1.5x I0~ 9 0^ radians (for 6476 1) (2.30) 

Two experiments report results consistent with zero; the Washington 
group1* reports o - (-0.5*1.7) "10"3 for the 8757 X transition while 
the Oxford group13 reports u - (+2.7±4.7) * 10~e for the 6476 8 
transition, py contrast the Novosibirsk experiment]u found 
p - (-21.±6.) *10-8 for the 6476 X transition. 

Assuming that there exists only one z° boson, then the quark 
couplings Eq. 2.24 Imply that g^'OiO.06 ror the tirst two experi
ments, and g^l-0.4±0..17 for the Novosibirsk experiment' 

The US model predicts gA=-0.5 (independent of sin ?G w); if the 
electron had a right-handed coupling 0ie «~) R in addition to the 
usual coupling (v. e") B in an otherwise unmodified US model, 
then g A*0. * 

The other type of experiment for which results have been reported 
involves ve elastic scattering (with v pc, Z^a and Zec measured by 
various groups). The cross-sections for v„6 and v be scattering are 
no Z° assumption is involved here): 

(2.31) 
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whurc the bottom signs arc for antineutrino*. For v e elastic 
scattering there is an annihilation term (through a e W~ boson), so 
chat in Sq. 2.31 gy-gy+1 and 8 A * * B A + I * Knowledge of these 
ctoss-seciions lead? to allowed regions in a gA-8„ plot which are 
ellipsoidal innuli. Ac this cics, the new data1* from Gargaoelle 
for v pe scnttoring appear to conflict with previous measurements.16 

Those earlier measurements were completely consistent with the WS 
model (wUh Hin20Tj*0,25} while the now measurement is not. 

Results will be reported soon for a new type of experiment 
Involving the deep-inelastic scattering of polarized electrons off 
deuterium and hydrogen targets. In this experiment GOB measures 
the asymmetry between the cross-sections o p and o a with electrons 
polarized parallel and antiparallel to the beam. Zf there are weak 
parity-violating effects, the asymmetry will he non-zero. The 
asymmetry is sensitive to both Che V âd A e j e c and Aĵ d V e l e c t e n s , 
and furthermore Involves no difficult atomic or nuclear calculations. 

For an isoscalar target (deuterium) the asyrcaetry (see Cahn and 
Gilman, Kef. 17) i s . with the one Z° assumption.: 

^ ^ r •" • '•"«'j [!<vV-K*V ]«A 

The expectations of the US nodel for this asytaaetry are shown in 
Fig. 7. Also bhoun arc tho results if the electron is given a 
right-handed coupling (Nc c~) R in addition to its usual left-handed 
coupling <u e e " ) L , but assuming no other changes to the WS model 
are made. The present experiment will have Q z« 1*4 fevz and 
y-0.25, A run at a higher value of y may be made in the future. 

It is reasonable to expect that, within a year or two, the question 
of the weak neutral-current couplings of the election will be 
resolved. 

III. CHARGED CURRENTS 

In this section several experimental Inputs will be used to place 
limits on tha couplings of the u and d quarks to heavy quarks. 
Sane of the best limits can be obtained from examination of multi-
lepton events in noutrifiu scattering. However, such conclusions 
depend on assumptions about branching ratios at quacks tn modes 
Involving leptons, and I wish to avoid such assumptions here and 
uill not us£ these inputs. 

There are aspects of quantutn-chromodynamics (QCD) which enter into 



Fig. 7. The asycMutry 
between the cross*-
sectionfi for elec
trons polarized 
parallel and ontiparal-
lel to the bean in 
e~p-»e~X as a function 
of ys(E?-E^)/Ee. The 
solid lines arc the 
predictions of the WS 
nodal for various val
ues of sia 2^. The 
dashed curves are the 
predictions of a model 
in which Che electron 
has both left and right-
handed charged-current 
couplings <8 e is mas
sive) , but which is 
otherwise identical to 
the VS model. 

0.2 0.4 0.6 O.B 

the analyses of this section. The details of such calculations are 
given elsewhere.16 Wherever QCD corrections are relevant in this 
discussion (and in all figures), they have been included. 

In the notation used here g(L;ub) and g(R;ub) are defined as the 
coefficients (or "mixing angles") in the effective charged-current 
coupling: 

J?«-^UTv<Wir,> iv rgttsuWb Tf̂  U+T 5 >* 

+ g(R;ub)bTll(l-Y5)uJ 

g2(L;ud) 5 cos2© - 0.95. (3.2) 

In this discussion b and t are defined as heavy (mj5 GeV) qunrko 
with charges -1/3 and 2/3, respectively. 

A. Limits in Che WS Model 

When one has six quarks19 in the WS model wich a generalized GIM 



tce'*S.inisni, then tho couplings are 

(d-)L (»-)L (l\ U.3) 
when- r'tnt-hap.ded components arc all singlets. The weak-Interac
tion elj-.c-iistatts ii', 3'. b' are nnt identical to the mass eigen-
statcs d, s, b (i.e. - there is aixing). 

Papers by Ellla, Oaillard, Nanopoulo& and Rudnz 2 0 have shown that 
u„iii£ the [post genor.-O. *jeak coupling c^rrlx (which has four 
independent ''mixing" angles'), one can obtain limits on g'L;ubj and 
g(Ljtd). "ion tho universality (equality) of quark and leyton 
^oupli.igo, one finds that 

82(L;i.b) < 0.003 (3.4) 
which is of course much smaller than the Cablhbo nixing (O.OJ) . 

Gaillard and Lee 2 1 used the K, -Kg mass difference in the context 
of the 4-quark WS model to estimate the charned quark nass (prior 
to the <l> discovery). Using an analogous method,*0 a limit on d 
quark couplings to t quarks (for the 6-quark model) can be obtained; 
the limit is dependent on the mass of the t quark: 

g 2(L;td) <0.03 mc» 5 GeV (3.5) 

g 2(L;td) <0.0L mt

315GeV (3.6) 

Outside of the WS model these limits are not (In general) appli
cable, and one must use other experimental inputs to set limits. 

B, Limits on td Couplings 

Two quantities are particularly useful for determining limits on 
the coupling strengths of u and d quarks to new, heavy quarks. 
These are the total cross-section a c o t

 a n d t l , e average value of 
y where 

M < V V / E V «•» 
Let us consider the limit 2mEyj->m? where m=proton mass and 
m=mass of the produced quark in neutrino scattering, and let is 
neglect QCD corrections. Then for neutrinos, do/dy for right-
handed couplings has a (1-y) 2 dependence while for left-handed 
couplings it has r.n y dependence; in <J t o c

 t n * 3 ^ e a ^ s t o a factor of 
1/3 for right-handed couplings relative to left-handed coupling*. 
For antlneutrino scattering it is the reverse, i.e. -
da/dy* (1-y) 2 and o t o t • ̂  for left-handed couplings. 

The production of t quarks (or, more precisely, of hadrons contain
ing t quarks) from valence d quarks can occur only in neutrino 



scattering (not In antineutrino scattering). For to, couplings Che 
resulting y dependence (in the limit 2mEy»n£) is ths same as Cor 
the usual ud L coupling and is therefore difficult to separate; it 
is bettor to look at 0>o*. For tdp_ couplings, o t o t has a factor of 
1/3 relative to that for ud L r and testing for tdR couplings is more 
difficult. 

Since the relevant region is the threshold region which is 2mKy"ra|, 
one must consider the implications of the parton nodel there.7' 
The x and y dependence are no longer factoriaable, and the cross-
section for producing heavy quarks q (still neglecting QCD correc
tions) is: 

,£-**»,«> j a - w * ! ^ ^ ) ] ! o.t> 
where 

5 = X + J ! L (3.9) 
and the "+" sign applies for left-handed couplings and "-" for 
right-handed couplings af neutrinos. For antineutrlno scattering 
the opposite signs apply. 

Eq.. 3.8 Indicates chat heavy quark production first becomes evident 
at large values of y; this is not surprising since y is proportion
al to the total hadron energy. Therefore, in the threshold i-egion 
one expects <y> to increase, and only at higher energies will it 
decrease to the asymptotic value. This rise is evident in the 
curves of Fig. 8. As anticipated, <y> for neutrinos23 sets no 
useful limits on the coupling tdL; the same is true about td R 

couplings which are not shown in Fig. 8. 

Mors relevant are the Lotal cross-sections. Xn Fig. 9 it is evi-

Fig. 8. The average value of y 
In vH*B~X versus lab energy. 
The top and middle curves 
•re the predictions for the 
coupling td L if tnc-5 and 7 
G«V.. The bottom curve is the 
atandard_QCD prediction with
out any tdL coupling. The 
data are from Ref. 23. 

50 100 ISO 200 
E„ {GtVl 
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Fig. 9. The croBS-saction Cor 
vU**u~X versus energy' 'fhe top 
three solid curves are the pre
dictions for the coupling td L if 
fflt-5,7 and 9 CeV (from top). The 
dashed curve is the prediction 
for the coupling td R if nt-5C«V. 
the bottom curve i s the standard 
QCD prediction. The data are from 
Ref. 24. 

dent that present data21* require t te t oc>8 GeV assuming 
g2(L;td)->1.0. Since i t i s not yet clear whether the quark consti
tuting T (9.5) i s a t o r a b quark, i t i s interesting to set limits 
on the "mixing angles'* for production of a 5 GeV quark. To avoid 
clut ter , such curves were not included in Fig. 9. However, the 
second curve from the bottom is a good representation of the case 
when s 2 ( l ; td)-0 ,2 (and mc«5 GeV), and the dashed curve i s a good 
representation of the case when g z(L;td)>0.4. From shese, one 
could estimate for n t "5 GeV that g 2(L;td) «.0.3 or 0.6. 

For the right-handed coupling td R i t i s difficult to set any 
meaningful limits from these data. The dashed line in Fig. 9 shows 
the prediction for o t "5 GeV and g 2(R;td)-l.O. 

There is no evidence for the production of t quarks of either 
coupling although the evidence would not be visible if a t>g GeV, 

C* Limits on ub Couplings 

The production of b quarks (or, more precisely, of hadrona contain
ing b quarks) from valence u quarks can occur only in antineutrln© 
scattering (not in neutrino scattering). For ubr couplings the 
resulting y-dependence (in the limit 2mEy»>m2

|) i s the same 
C ( l -y ) 2 J as for the usual ud^ coupling (see the discussion in 
Sec. I l l B). For UDR couplings not only is the y-depandence 
different (and further emphasized by threshold effects), but o t o C 

i s asymptotically 3 titaes larger than* o t o t foi ud^; as a result, 
of the four couplings considered, this one -s the easiest to 
detect, and s t r i c t limits can be set. For ubR and %"7,9 and 11 
GeV, the expected values of and the da t a 2 5 ? 2 6 for <y> and atQt are 
shown in Figs. 10 and 11. * 

I t has become common practice to make us of another variable B» 
The apparent motivation for invoking a new variable i s the desire 
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Fig . 10._ The average value 
of y in uN + p+X versus l ab 
energy. The top t h r e e corves 
a r c the p r e d i c t i o n s for the 
coupling u b R i f 015=7,9 and 
I I GeV (from t o p ) . The b o t 
tom curve i s t h e s tandard 
QCD p red i c t i on wi th no ubR 
coupl ing ' The da t a are from 
Ref. 25. 

a GoraaffKllf 
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Fig. 11. The cross-section for 
vW •+ i»+X versus energy. The top 
and middle curves are the predic
tions for th<: coupling ubp if 
nt,-7 and 9 G&V, The bottom curve 
Is the standard QCD prediction. 
The data are from Ref. 26. 

to have a variable which is corrected for the different cuts and 
efficiencies of each experiment* so that comparisons can be made. 
(Of course, iy> and o t o t could also be corrected.) B is defined by 

^ . s ^ F 2 W [ i i | B i t i i f a ( I . y ) * ] (3.10) 

.JO/F-GC) (3.11) 

and the upper (lower) signs are for neutrinos (antineutrinos). 
However, in QCD this form la only approximate. In fact* using 
o~tot Q n (* <y> t 0 obtain the values of B leads to slightly different 
values of B (here <y> is used). 

Examination of Fig. 12 (or of Figs. 10 and II) indicates that if 
g2(S;ub)>1.0» then the limit «b,i 1 1 C e V results. If (in considera-



Fig. 12. The value of B 
(defined in text) from 
vN-m+X as a functioi. of 
leb energy. The bottom 
three curves are the pre
dictions for the coupling 
GbR if 05*7,9 and 11 CeV 
(from bottom). The two 
dotted curves are the pre
dictions for the coupling 
OOL if B|,-5 and 9 GeV 
(fre« bottom). The top 
curve is the standard QCD 
prediction with no ub 
couplings. The data are 
froa RefR. 25 and 26. 

Fig. 13. The value of ft 
(defined in text) from 
VH •+• u +X aa • function of 
energy. The bottom three 
curves are the predictions 
for the couplings CT>R if 
m>-5 GeV and If g2(R;ub)*0.., 
0-2 and 0.3 (fron top). 
The top curve is the stand* 
ard QCD prediction. The 
data are fro* Refs. 25 
and 26. 
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tlon of T(9.5) one lets n^-S GeV. t 
g2(Rjub)£0.1. For ub^ couplings, 
Fig. 12 one has » v £ 7 GeV for g2(L; 

then from Fig- 13 one finds 
the lialts are not strict; froa 
;ub)-1.0. 

There has been question for some tine on whether there was energy 
dependence in <y> and o c o e for antineutrinos which could Indicate 
production of b quarks through the coupling GbR. With all of these 
new data, it is clear that there is absolutely no evidence for 
production of b quarks. Nonetheless, there does appear to be sone 
energy dependence as expected from the scaling violations vhich are 
predicted by QCD. This can be seen in Figs. 10-13 and was discussed 
by Fox 2 7 at this conference* Data concerning the separation20 of 
b quark production effects from QCD effects were presented at the 
conference by Boblsut.29 

D. Production of t and b Quarks 

To 2atlaa.es the production of particles containing heavy quarks. 
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one must account for the phase space suppress ion , included in t h i s 
suppress ion a r c t h e th resho ld e f f e c t s r e s u l t i n g from Eqs. 3 .8 end 
3 .9 . For two n e u t r i n o f luxes of d i f f e r e n t shape , Che phase space 
suppress ion i s shown in Table I . 

Table I - Phase Space Suppression 
Fermilab Quad 

QuarkHass T r i p l e t Flux CERN Wide Band Flux 

5 CcV 
10 CeV 
15 CeV 

All E E>100 CeV 
0.1 0.3 
0.006 0.03 
lO-* 6.X10-1* 

All E E>100 GeV 
O.l 0.2 
0.001 0.01 
I0-S lQ-'t 

Using these numbers and the results of Sees. Ill 6 and C, one can 
estimate the upper limit on the fraction of total events uhlch 
could contain t or b quarks* For production through left-handed 
couplings, the limits for S GeV t quarks are 3 *lOr" In the 
context of the 6-quark US model and 7 »10 - 2 in general; for 5 GeV 
b quarks the limits are 3* 10 - 3 for the US model and 3* 10~2 in 
general. 

For right-handed couplings one must recall that there is a relative 
factor of 3 from hclicity arguments <aee Sec. IZI B)[ actually in 
the threshold region where Eqs. 3.8 and 3.9 apply, this factor is 
more like 2 no that 

o (tdR> l ov(ubR> 

<«v aV(^dL) 
<3.12) 

Then the upper limit on the fraction of total events which contain 
5 GeV t quarks produced through a right-handed coupling Is 4 *10~ 2 

while the limit for 5 CcV b quarks produced via ubft is 2 K 10"2. 

As stated at the beginning of this section. It is possible to 
obtain better limits on t and fc quark production from multl-lepton 
events In neutrino scattering, but one must Invoke assumptions about 
the branching ratios of these quarks to males containing leptons. 

IV. IMPLICATIONS FOR GAUGE MODELS 

One of the important questions considered is whet rer in Che context 
of SU{2) xU(l) oodela there is any evl^nce for right-handed 
charged-currunts. Both the neutral-current and the charged-current 
results are relevant co this question, and in both cases Chey 
Indicate th'it there are no right-handed chargcd-currents for u or d 
quarks in SU(2) «U(1) model*. 

To see that the neutral-current couplings rule out such right-handed 
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Fig. 14. various Rauge nod- ,- -- 5-r 
el.r compared with the allotted i \y\'o [ 
coupling constant region. The ' Q ( LC.3 
lines mark the WS model far | I. r 
values of sin 20y from 0.0 to ! , . \0-^ \ . • ,, • ̂  
0.7. The points labeled A-E j O 0.3 
are the predictions of vari- I 
ous models discussed in the j 
text. For A.B.C and E UL and ' !Hi 
d L lie with tl'*s shaded region. ' " 

couplings, consider Pig. 14 which shows the allowed regions from 
Fig. 2. All Stl(2) *U(1) models with the left-handed coupling 
doublet u d t have values in the left-coupling plane (Fig. 14a) which 
are indicated by the line with t.V.: n>-rks. These models have 
8in 26y as a free parameter so that the position on the line (i.e.-
the value of sln 2Gy) is determined Golely from the data. Clearly 
from Fig. 14a the allowed value of sln z0u is between 0.2 and 0.3. 

How looking at the right coupling plane. Fig. 14b, one sees that 
for the HS model the values of s i n ^ O y - O . Z - 0.3 are also allowed 
there. The overall magnitude of these neutral-current couplings 
was dependent on the mass Tatio of tn(Z°)/m(W-) which is predicted 
by th* us model 2 with the minimal Higgs boson structure (one or 
more doublets) to be: 

K,o - Bjji / cos 0 ^ (4.1) 

If this mass ratio were not as predicted, then the model would be 
ruled out (for example, one might find that sln2Gy«0.1 was 
requ-i-.ed by the left-coupling plane. Fig. 14a* but 8in2Su;-0.4 by 
the right-coupling plane. Fig. 14b). The success of these predic
tions of the HS model Is remarkable. 

Fox other $«{2}*y(l) oodeis, if one chooses sin2© «• 0.1 from the 
left-coupiing-plana, then the resulting points in the right plane 
are deteimined. Shown In Fig. 14b are the paints for tiie cases 
-̂ here the models have the right-handed doublets DbR (labeled A ) , 3 0 

tdR <B) 3 1 and both ub K and tdR (G). The latter model (C) 3 2 hits 
been called the "vector" model. As can be seen, these models „ra 
ruled out by the datu. Varying the ratio ntt^/mfW1) moves the 
points toward or away £iom the origin, but these models still can
not survive- There are othei SU(2) xu(l) models33 involving -^ 
and 5/3 charged quarks, and these are also ruled out. 

The applicability of these results, is not limited to SU(2) *U(1) 
models. For example, there arc cwo SU{3)*II(l) models which are 
ruled out by thes' -ata. One31* (labeled D in Fig. 14b) has the 
u quark in a right-handed singlet and the Other35 (£) has the u 

IW • \0.7 



quark in a right-handed triplet (for this latter caso the parameters 
of tftc model were chosen to place uj, and d. In the allowed region 
in Fig. 14a). 

These reBultn also apply to the SU<2)L«SU(2)R»U(l) model." 
Jincc that model can be chosen to have the same values oC u L, dL, 
UR and d R as the US model, it is allowed by tho analysis of quark 
couplings. In fact Ccorgl and Weinberg3' have generalized this 
conclusion by showing that at zero-noncnturn-transfer, the neutral-
current Interactions of neutrinos in an SU(2) xG*U(l) gauge theory 
arc the sane as in the corresponding SU(2)»Q(i) theory If neutri
nos are neutral under G. 

The SVC2), 'SU(2)„ xU(i) gauge model has been choicn to give *ero 
parity-violation while still reproducing all of the neutrino cross-
sections (including ve scattering) of the WS model. Therefore, the 
beat means of distinguishing It from Che US model comes in the 
atomic parlty-vioJ.ntlon experiments (described in Sec. II) and from 
t'je polarized electron-proton scatterlog experiment. While there 
are discrepancies between the atonic experiments, the question of 
weak paritv-violatlon could be settled by the polarized electron 
experiment in the very near future. 

The neutral-current couplings of quarks are now known, and within a 
year or two those of the elect *on should be known. We are then 
faced with completing the theory of quarka and leptons; we need, 
for example* to-understand the masses and mixing angles of femlons. 
Perhaps, these problems must be addressed by finding the grand 
unification cf the fundamental interactions, or perhapft, progress 
toward this unification can only be nude by solving these smaller 
problems one by one and learning wore at each step-
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